COTTON CLOTHING IS NOT FIRE RETARDANT. NOT RECOMMENDED FOR CHILDREN’S SLEEPWEAR.
FLEECE BUNTING
Soft cozy hooded bunting with elastic bottom & a snap at neck. Soft, cozy 100% cotton medium weight 6.1 oz. Fleece. One size - after washing it fits an average 20 month baby & younger. 24” from neck to hem before washing. Shrinks about 2” in length. Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing.

#CH027

LAP SHOULDER BABY RIB BUNTING
100% super soft 5.1 oz. cotton Baby Rib knit. Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing. Easy on/off with the lap shoulders. Cuffs have slightly covered elasticized bottom. Cuffs can be folded over to cover baby’s hands to prevent scratching. One size fits average sized babies up to about 20 months. About 20” long before shrinkage.

#CH028

HOODED FLEECE BUNTING WITH EARS
Cute, cozy and warm! Taking the world of newborns by storm! Made of the same soft 100% cotton medium weight 6.1 oz. Fleece as our #CH027. Adorable little ears on the hood. Rib cuffs on the sleeves instead of tape. Elastic in the bottom. See our website for color pics & ideas. One size only, fits up to about an average 20 month baby.

#CH086

BABY WRAP
This best seller is made from super soft 100% combed 5.3 oz. cotton Interlock, very nice! Sewn with cotton thread. Cozy & useful after a bath. Corner double fabric hood for baby’s head. Match with a creeper & a baby cap for the perfect hand dyed layette set!

#CH025

BAMBOO LAP SHOULDER SHORT SLEEVE 1 PIECE ROMPER
Baby Layette items in an incredibly super soft 5.6 oz. 70% Bamboo Rayon / 30% Cotton blend! Bamboo is fast growing, easily renewable, requires no harmful chemicals to grow, and uses way less of the planet’s precious water. Blend is way softer than pure cotton, and much stronger than pure bamboo rayon. Double needle stitched hems & bindings. Dyes fantastic! See our website for even better super bulk pricing.

#CH235

BAMBOO LAP SHOULDER LONG SLEEVE 1 PIECE ROMPER
Infant sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH251

100% COTTON FLANNEL BABY BLANKET
Soft 100% cotton Flannel blanket. 29” x 41”. Flat serged edges. For burping, swaddling, & comfort. Cotton will breathe – the polar fleece synthetic blankets out there don’t!

#CH026

BAMBOO BABY SOCKS
Bamboo Rayon socks are great! They’re soft, soft, soft! 94% pure Bamboo Rayon & 6% Spandex for stretch. Sizes: 1 = Nb to 6 m. 2 = 12 mo. 3 = 24 mo

#BBSOX

BAMBOO INFANT PULL-ON CAP
14” circumference (before stretching). 7” height (rolled down flat).

#CH270
EMPIRE WAIST BUBBLE ROMPER

Classic baby basic & cute as can be!

Now made in 100% super soft combed ringspun 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey. Ready to dye or paint. Plenty of room for diapers.

Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH003

INFANT BABY RIB LONG SLEEVE ONE-PIECE

Made in the USA! Boutique quality! Soft 100% 5.8 oz. Baby Rib Cotton. Neckband designed for easy on/off. Combed Ringspun cotton is super soft on baby’s skin.

Fine but substantial 1x1 rib knit features comfortable stretch with excellent durability through repeated washings. Will shrink an average of 1 size when put in the dryer. Fabric weight 5.8 oz/yd². Not intended for sleepwear.

Sizes: 3-6 m, 6-12 m, 12-18 m, 18-24 m

#AA-4041

INFANT JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE CREEPER

Baby basic creeper in 5.5 oz. 100% cotton Jersey. Snap crotch, hemmed sleeves, ribbed neck insert & double stitched binding around the legs. Sewn with cotton thread for perfect all over dying! Also looks great with shorts.

Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#4438-WHIT

INFANT OVERALL ROMPER

Great basic romper for boys or girls. Snaped shoulder straps. Narrow faced top yoke.

100% soft combed ringspun 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey. 4 snap crotch. Sewn with cotton thread. Wear with or without a shirt.

Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH004

INFANT FRILLY ROMPER

Adorable little girlie infant romper! Sweet ruffle at shoulders! 100% soft combed 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey. Serged hem on arm ruffle. Ribbed tape binding at neckline, arms, & leg openings. 3 snap crotch. Sewn with cotton thread.

Infant Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH003

INTERLOCK INFANT UNION SUIT

Soft combed 100% 5.3 oz. cotton Interlock! Sewn with cotton thread. Snaps from neck all the way down to slightly past crotch. Similar to our very popular #US3 & #US12 on pg. 83, but more economical.

Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH034

INFANT JERSEY T ROMPER

Another ‘must have’ for every baby wardrobe! 100% cotton Jersey. Snap crotch, hemmed sleeves & legs. Sewn with cotton thread! Very affordable! Looks great tie-dyed.

Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#4426-WHIT

INFANT RUFFLE ARM ROMPER DRESS

Girlie ruffling at the armholes. Separate attached free falling front gives the illusion of a dress! 100% 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey. Ribbed tape binding at neck. 3 snap crotch. 2 snap back neck opening. Cotton thread for perfect dye jobs.

Infant Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m

#CH012

INFANT FAIRY ROMPER

Very special fun romper! Swirl & twirl with the artistic attached 4 point asymmetric skirting.


Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#BCJ440

COTTON CLOTHING IS NOT FIRE RETARDANT. NOT RECOMMENDED FOR CHILDREN’S SLEEPWEAR.
**INFANT & TODDLER HOODIES & PANTS**

**INFANT LONG SLEEVE JERSEY ROMPER**


Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CHO32

**INFANT & TODDLER UNION SUIT**

Soft 100% combed cotton Interlock. Sewn with cotton thread. Cut oversized to allow for shrinkage. First class detailing. A Dharma best seller. Fabulous tie dyed! Warm! Perfect as a base for baby’s first Halloween costume! Pumpkin, dragon, bee, butterfly...?

Infants: NB, 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m Toddlers: 4T

#US3  #US12  #US4

**INFANT HOODIE**

Simple pull over hoodie for infants! 100% Cotton Jersey. The smooth front is a perfect area for your creative designs. Long sleeves. Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing.

Infant Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#BCJ387

**INFANT BABY RIB KARATE PANTS**

Classic straight legged karate pant for infants. Wide leg, lower/larger waist band & single seamed in the back. Match these with the infant California Fleece Zip Hoodie above for a cute outfit to keep your little one warm. 100% fine ringspun combed Cotton. Finer 1x1 Rib Knit features a comfortable stretch with excellent durability through repeated washings. Unisex.

#AA-4032

Sizes: 3-6 m, 6-12 m, 12-18 m, 18-24 m

**DELUXE COTTON LEGGINGS**

Super quality legging in both infant & kids sizes. Soft 100% 5.1 oz. cotton Baby Rib Knit. Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing. Covered elastic waistband. Wide Rib knit ankle cuff.

**FOR MADE IN USA, ORDER #CDTP - SEE PG. 94**

Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T:

Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12:

#CH037

**INFANT & TODDLER HOODIES & PANTS**

When winter’s on the way, babies dressed in this romper will be snug & warm. 100% cotton medium weight (6.1 oz.) Fleece & sewn with cotton thread. Dye ‘em any color of the rainbow. Stretchy Rib Knit cuffs to keep out the cold, snap crotch, rib crew neck, room for a diaper, it’s got it all.

Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH021

**NEW!**

Lighter weight, brushed 100% Cotton Twill hat. Low profile with 6 panel soft crown. For safety - NO BUTTON on the top of hat! Elastic back closure for adjustable fit. Soft visor. Not sewn with cotton thread. Also, check out our youth baseball cap and our adult baseball cap.

ONE SIZE: TODDLER

#BBCT
INFANT, TODDLER, YOUTH HATS

**INFANT KNOTTED CAP**
Soft thicker warmer Combed Cotton Interlock sewn with Cotton thread. Unknotted for easy dyeing. Same fabric as our Union Suits; soft, cozy & warm.

Sizes: Newborn, Infant & Toddler

**BAMBOO INFANT PULL-ON CAP**
SOFT Baby Rib Knit Bamboo Rayon/Cotton blend! Bamboo is a fast growing, easily renewable resource that requires no harmful chemicals to grow. Cotton component gives it more strength when wet. Blend is way softer than pure cotton! Double needle hems & bindings.

One Size: Infant

**PULL ON CAP**
100% Cotton 1 x 1 Rib Knit w/ Cotton thread. Sized smaller with more printing area. Simpler & less expensive than #BCAP. Single layer.

Sizes: Newborn, Infant & Toddler

**PULL ON CAP**
100% cotton 1 x 1 Rib knit sewn with cotton thread. Cut oversized to allow for shrinkage. Double thickness, so warm!

Sizes: Newborn, Infant & Toddler

**INFRONT ROLL UP CAP**
Rabbit Skins addition to their popular & economical layette line. Super soft 100% Cotton Baby Rib Knit. Sewn with cotton thread.

One Size: Infant

**MUSHROOM HAT**
100% Cotton Jersey. Rib Knit cuff. Sewn with cotton thread. Cut oversized to allow for shrinkage. Very cute hat & the elasticity of the Rib Knit keeps it from falling off.

Sizes: Infant or Toddler

**LEGIONNAIRE HAT**
100% woven cotton. Elastic around the back. 4 section crown. No seam at center front - a clear area for decorating! No chin strap. Sewn w/cotton thread. Perfect for sunny days.

2 Sizes: Infant & Toddler: Infant: fits up to 12 mo. Toddler: fits up to 4 years

**WIDE BRIM SUN HAT**
Wider brim hat of flat woven 100% cotton. Sewn with cotton thread. Hand wash, line dry.

4 SIZES: (before shrinkage) S: 18” inside diameter) M: 21” L: 22” XL: 21”

**NURSING COVER**
Yes, there’s a real baby under there!

**CHILDREN'S HAT WITH STRAP**

4 SIZES: (before shrinkage) S: 20” (inside circumf.) M: 21” L: 22” XL: 22.5”

**BOLIVIAN COTTON CROCHETED BEANIE**
Hand knit. 100% Cotton yarns, these well made & stylish little beanies are ready for dyeing. Made in Bolivian by our co-op partners. At cost - so the co-ops have a vehicle to move their products without additional markups that would make them uncompetitive.

3 sizes: 3 months 6 months 12 months
**YOUTH WATCH CAP**
100% cotton Rib knit. Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing & made in the USA. Ready to dye into your favorite or school colors. These are lightweight caps that can be used all year round. Stretchy rib knit fits children through teens.

#YWCAP

**FLOPPY HAT**
100% cotton Jersey sewn with cotton thread. Cut oversized to allow for shrinkage. Brim flops down over the forehead. Requires a pin or brooch to keep brim standing up. See adult version pg. 132.

Infant #IFH Toddler #TFH Youth #YFH

**GYPSY HEADBAND**
A bandana & headband hybrid! For infants, kids, youth, women & men! Yes, men, too! Keeps the sun off of the top of your head & keeps the hair out of your face. Enclosed elastic back. 100% cotton Jersey & sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing. Nice surface for printing. Available in infant, child, youth & adult sizes. Try one!

Sizes: 
S = infant to toddler
M = kids
L = teens, women
XL = men, adult
S :
M, L & XL:

**100% COTTON STUFFED TOYS**
Decorate your own stuffed animals! These adorable already stuffed critters are covered in a white 100% cotton Muslin fabric, perfect for markers & paints! Great idea for classes, kid’s camps, birthday parties or just rainy days at home. Use our Jacquard Tee Juice Markers or any of our other markers or fabric paints to color customize your animal your way. Paint or draw faces, patterns, designs, rainbows, polka dots, stripes, messages, autographs - you name it! Embellish with our CraftsSafe™ Crystallina Hot-Fix Rhinestones to really bling up your pet! Not recommended for machine washing or tub dyeing (getting the excess dye out of the stuffing would be a challenge). 100% white cotton Muslin outer fabric. 100% polyester inner stuffing.

**KID’S PARTIES! SUMMER CAMPS! SCHOOL EVENTS! BOY & GIRL SCOUTS!**

959 MONKEY
960 KANGAROO
961 PENGUIN
962 ELEPHANT

#DHTC

---

**YOUTH BUCKET HAT**
100% cotton, but not sewn with cotton thread. Unisex! Dyes great! One size only - 22” inner circumference (but shrinks-so runs small). Decorate them with markers & paints! Makes a great group or camp project! Try it as an old fashioned “autograph” hat for school events.

#YBH

**YOUTH BASEBALL CAP**
100% brushed cotton. Not cotton thread. Low profile with Velcro adjuster in back. Works for both boys & girls. Very economical for groups! Decorate them with markers & paints! Makes a great group or camp project!

#YBBC

**COTTON / LYCRA™ HEADBAND**
Cotton & Lycra® blend. Sewn with cotton thread. Great for sport teams & camp projects. Wear one to keep your hair out of the dye while you work! One size fits adults and kids.

#HB

---

**HEADBAND WITH BOW**
100% cotton Jersey sewn with cotton thread. Headband is about 17” around & has covered elastic in back which stretches it to about 20”. These are sweet! Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing.

#HBB

---

**COTTON JERSEY HAIR BUNCHIES**
Back in style, in Paris, no less! 100% cotton Jersey. Better than rubber bands for your ponytail! Dye ‘em, paint ‘em, tie-dye ‘em, throw 1 into every dyebath & you’ll have instant color coordination! Don’t wait until you’re desperately looking for a scrunchie when hot weather hits! Dye now! Sold in packs of 3. Each pack of 3 counts as one item for discounts.

#BUN

---

**WHERE ARE _________ FOR KIDS?**
APRONS: PAGE 136
BAGS: PAGES 134 - 137
SHOELACES: PAGE 133
SOCKS: PAGES 80 & 133

---

**ADULT HATS ARE ON PAGE 132. SOME ARE THE SAME STYLES. GREAT WAY TO SPOT THE WHOLE FAMILY AT THE THEME PARK!**
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INFANT & TODDLER ROMPERS / DRESSES

INFANT SUN DRESS

This basic sun dress for infants & toddlers is made of super soft combed ringspun 100% cotton Jersey (5.3 oz.). Keeps those babies cool in the heat with spaghetti straps and airy skirt. Nice yolk for printing, stamping or embroidering. Sewn with cotton thread!

Infant sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH085

INFANT SIMPLE SMOKED DRESS

Adorable little smocked infant dress for the baby girls in the hot summer! 100% cotton Jersey.


Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m #BCJ327

SCALLOP EDGE SKIRT ROMPER


Self fabric taped neckline & armholes. Encased elastic at legs. 3 snap crotch. Soft 100% combed ringspun 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey, sewn with cotton thread.

Infant Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH009

INFANT RUFFLE DRESS

One of our best selling infant dresses! 100% 5.1 oz. cotton Baby Rib knit. Serged flounce bottom tier. Applied Rib Knit taped neck. Serged edges at flutter sleeves & flounce. 2 snaps at one shoulder for ease of dressing baby. Sewn with cotton thread.

Infant Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH056

INFANT SIMPLE SMOKED DRESS

One of our best selling infant dresses! 100% 5.1 oz. cotton Baby Rib knit. Serged flounce bottom tier. Applied Rib Knit taped neck. Serged edges at flutter sleeves & flounce. 2 snaps at one shoulder for ease of dressing baby. Sewn with cotton thread.

Infant Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH085

LAP SHOULDER RUFFLE TUNIC

Feminine 100% soft 5.1 oz. cotton Baby Rib knit tunic with single serge ruffle edges at sleeves & hem. Lap shoulders & neckline have applied rib knit tape. Sewn with cotton thread. Match with #CH002 pants & #CH005 diaper covers (pg. 79).

Infant Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH006

INFANT “ALL-IN-ONE” DRESS

This garment just makes sense! 100% combed 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey single lettuce edged romper dress. Applied rib knit taped neck. Serged edges at sleeves & flounce create small ruffles. 3 snap crotch romper under the skirt. Sewn with cotton thread.

Infant Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH031

LAP SHOULDER DRESS

Super soft 100% 5.1 oz. cotton Baby Rib Knit sewn with cotton thread. Oversized to allow for shrinkage. Binding trim around neck & laps. Hemmed bottom. Easy to get over the head & very comfy for those active infants & toddlers!

Infant: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m Toddler: 2T

#CH039

PUFF SLEEVE PEASANT DRESS

Classic 1960’s bohemian baby peasant look that still hasn’t gone out of style! Timeless! Easy to dye, easy to wear. 100% cotton Jersey dress with enclosed baby elastic neckline, armholes & empire waistline. Self ruffle at neckline & sleeve hems look really sweet. Turned & stitched bottom hem. Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing.

Sizes: Infant: 12m, 18m Toddler: 2T, 4

ALSO IN YOUTH SIZES ON PG. 88

#BCJ316

#CH039
INFANT ~ GIRL’S LONG SLEEVED DRESSES

INTERLOCK EMPIRE LONG SLEEVED DRESS
100% warm, super soft 5.3 oz. cotton Interlock high waisted dress. Scoop neck is rolled & topstitched. Sleeves and bottom hem are sewn with a double needle hem. Just right for girls who get too hot in the fleece one (next ad). Sewn with cotton thread.

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8 #CHO44

VELOUR LONG SLEEVE DRESS
Simple scooped neck dress has angled “trapeze” swing flared side seams. Soft as a bunny’s ear! Plush, lush, baby-soft cozy velvety feeling STRETCH Velour. All cotton plush nap with a poly knit backing for comfort & shrinkage control. True PFD, so is off white. These look fantastic dyed!!

We cannot get these anymore, so get them while you can!

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10 #VLSD

DHARMA LAP SHOULDER DRESS
Super soft 100% 5.1 oz. cotton Baby Rib Knit sewn with cotton thread. Oversized to allow for shrinkage. Binding trim around neck & laps. Hemmed bottom. Easy to get over the head & very comfy for those active infants & toddlers! Our short sleeved version (#CHO39) is on page 86.

Infant: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m Toddler: 2T, 4T #CHO40

COMBED RINGSPUN JERSEY PRINCESS DRESS
100% combed ringspun 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey. Sewn with cotton thread. 3 buttons at back closure. Classic easy fitting empire waist. We’re having them made overseas for us in softer combed ringspun cotton with finer stitching at a lower price! By popular demand, now in sizes 10 & 12!

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10, 12 #CHO38

DOUBLE RUFFLE DRESS - LONG SLEEVE
Swingin’ A-line dress now in super soft, stretchy 100% cotton Baby Rib knit with long cozy sleeves! Double ruffle pearl edging at sleeves & bottom hem. Taped neckline. Sewn with cotton thread so it will match. Easy to tie-dye. Ruffled edge bounces back after tying & dyeing.

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10 #DRDLS

3 TIER RUFFLE EDGE DRESS - LONG SLEEVE
Feminine super soft 100% cotton Baby Rib Knit. Sewn with cotton thread. Higher waist with 3 fancy tiers in the skirt that are joined with a ruffly pearl stitch. Sleeves & hems also finished in single lettuce ruffle style. Necklines have double needle Rib binding. Very reasonable price for something like this that is made in the USA!

Sizes: 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T, 6, 8 #STRDLS

EVEN PUPPIES AND KITTENS DO NOT EXUDE AS MUCH CUTENESS AS LITTLE KIDS IN TIE-DYE!
3 TIER DROPWAIST RUFFLE EDGE DRESS - LONG SLEEVE
Super soft, stretchy 100% cotton Baby Rib knit. Sewn with cotton thread. Drop waist with 3 fancy tiers in the skirt that are joined with a ruffly pearl stitch. Sleeves & hems also finished in the pearled edge ruffle style. Necklines have double needle Rib binding. So feminine! Necklines have double needle Rib binding. Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8

3 TIER RUFFLE EDGE DRESS - CAP SLEEVE
Super soft stretchy 100% cotton 1x1 Rib knit. Sewn with cotton thread. Higher waist with 3 fancy tiers in the skirt that are joined with a ruffly pearl stitch. Sleeves & hems also finished in the pearled edge ruffle style. Necklines have double needle Rib binding. Very feminine for those little princesses in your life!

3 TIER DROPWAIST RUFFLE EDGE DRESS - CAP SLEEVE
3 fancy tiers in the skirt that are joined with a ruffly pearl stitch. Sleeves & hems also finished in the pearled ruffle style. Necklines have double needle Rib binding. Really cute dresses! Stretchy soft 100% cotton Baby Rib knit. Sewn with cotton thread.
Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8

RUFFLE DRESS
TODDLER & YOUTH
Made from a super soft heavier (6.7 oz.) 100% cotton Baby Rib Knit. Loose fitting A-line dress with a swinging trapeze style line. Sewn with cotton thread. Taped neckline is topstitched. Single serged sleeve hems & bottom dress hem have single edge ruffle effect. Makes for a great watermelon tie-dye!

SOFTER BABY RIB KNIT
Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10

PUFF SLEEVE PEASANT DRESS
YOUTH, TODDLERS & INFANTS
Classic 1960's bohemian girl peasant look that we all had in our closets. Still hasn't gone out of style! Timeless! Easy to dye, easy to wear. 100% cotton Jersey dress with enclosed baby elastic neckline, armholes & empire waistline. Self ruffle at neckline & sleeve hems look really sweet. Turned & stitched bottom hem. Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing.

Sizes: 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T, 6, 8

GIRL’S SKATER DRESS
Simple & modern. 100% Cotton Jersey. Sewn with Cotton thread. Turned & stitched hems on neckline, sleeves & lower hem. Fitted bodice & waist with an attached full skirt. Skirt insertion is flat - has no gathers - makes it easier for tie-dyers to get dye into areas around the waistline. Cute in the smaller sizes & yet fashion forward for the pre-teen in the larger sizes. Nice dress for dancers as the skirt will twirl!
Sizes: 2T, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12

BABY RIB KNIT
# INFANT - YOUTH SHORT SLEEVED DRESSES

## TIERED SWING DRESS
High waist, 3 tiers & long side ties to fit & create a cute little bow in the back. A light and cool 4.7 oz. 100% super soft combed ringspun cotton Jersey, taped neck & sleeve hems, with double stitched bottom hem. Sewn with all cotton thread. Add some hot-fix crystals around the neckline or on the yoke! The yoke is also a great stamping surface.

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8

#CH059

## PUFF SLEEVE SINGLE FLOUNCE DRESS
Romantic sweet dress for girls.

Elasticized neckline & sleeves. Fun added flounce at bottom. Kind of a retro 60’s “summer of love” feeling dress for your little one. Comfy loose fit. 100% cotton Jersey sewn with cotton thread.

Girl’s Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6

#PSFD

## BABY RIB KNIT

Super soft 100% cotton Baby Rib knit. Taped neckline.

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10

#DRDCS

## DOUBLE RUFFLE DRESS CAP SLEEVE
Simple A-line dress shape, but with feminine soft double ruffle pearled edges at bottom hem & sleeves. Sewn with cotton thread. Lends itself to tie dye. The lettuce edge bounces back after tying & dyeing - so go crazy & get lots!

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10

## TIERED SWING DRESS
 Match Mom in an easy breezy Play Dress! (Moms, see pg. 114)
Made of 100% softer combed ringspun 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey. Sewn with cotton thread. Scoop neck, flattering A-line cut. Binding at neckline & armholes - no flopping facings to iron after dyeing! Hemmed sleeves. They dye, tie-dye, paint, marble, stencil & stamp perfectly & the price is great!

#CH020: Short sleeve

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6

Sizes: 8, 10, 12

#DRDCS

## PUFF SLEEVE SINGLE FLOUNCE DRESS
Romantic sweet dress for girls.

Elasticized neckline & sleeves. Fun added flounce at bottom. Kind of a retro 60’s “summer of love” feeling dress for your little one. Comfy loose fit. 100% cotton Jersey sewn with cotton thread.

Girl’s Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6

#PSFD

## DOUBLE RUFFLE DRESS CAP SLEEVE
Simple A-line dress shape, but with feminine soft double ruffle pearled edges at bottom hem & sleeves. Sewn with cotton thread. Lends itself to tie dye. The lettuce edge bounces back after tying & dyeing - so go crazy & get lots!

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10

#DRDCS

## RACERBACK TIERED EMPIRE DRESS
Light weight soft 100% cotton Jersey. Self fabric binding taped edges at neckline & armholes.

Racerback styling in back. Ties in back & adjusts for fit.

Girl’s Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8

#BCJ205

## TIERED SWING DRESS
 High waist, 3 tiers & long side ties to fit & create a cute little bow in the back. A light and cool 4.7 oz. 100% super soft combed ringspun cotton Jersey, taped neck & sleeve hems, with double stitched bottom hem. Sewn with all cotton thread. Add some hot-fix crystals around the neckline or on the yoke! The yoke is also a great stamping surface.

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10

#CH059

## PUFF SLEEVE SINGLE FLOUNCE DRESS
Romantic sweet dress for girls.

Elasticized neckline & sleeves. Fun added flounce at bottom. Kind of a retro 60’s “summer of love” feeling dress for your little one. Comfy loose fit. 100% cotton Jersey sewn with cotton thread.

Girl’s Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6

#CH019: Tank version

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6

Sizes: 8, 10, 12

#BCJ205
**INFANT - YOUTH DRESSES / TANK STRAP**

**DROP WAIST TANK TOP DRESS**
Classic style that's still popular! Super soft 100% cotton Interlock! Sewn with cotton thread. Cut oversized to allow for shrinkage. Excellent workmanship in the sewing & nicely styled.

- Available in 2 size ranges:
  - Toddler: 2T, 4T
  - Youth: 6, 8, 10, 12
- Sizes: 2T, 4T #CDWTT
- Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12 #YDWT7

**EMPIRE WAIST DRESS**
YOUTH, TODDLERS & INFANTS

- 3 size ranges:
  - Infant: 6m, 12m, 18m
  - Toddler: 2T, 4T
  - Youth: 6, 8, 10, 12

Classic best seller in super soft 100% combed ringspun 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey at an excellent price! Sewn with cotton thread. Double needle hem. At or below knee length. Can be worn as is or layered over various tops.

- Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T: #CHO33
- Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12: #CHO41

**JERSEY SHORTER DROPWAIST TANK DRESS**
Also works as a jumper to layer with t-shirts & long sleeved tops. Self fabric binding taped edges at neckline & armholes. Soft 100% combed 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey. Sewn with cotton thread.

- Girl's Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8 #CHO45
- Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8 #CHO77

**SHORTER EMPIRE WAIST DRESS**
100% 5.3 oz. soft combed ringspun cotton Jersey with fine stitching at a low price!

- Sizes: 3m thru 4T: #CHO41

**INFANTS & TODDLERS**

**GIRL'S TANK ROCKER DRESS**
Simple & modern. 100% Cotton Jersey. Sewn with Cotton thread. Turned & stitched hems on neckline, armholes & lower hem. Fitted bodice & waist with an attached full skirt. Skirt insertion is flat - has no gathers - makes it easier for tie-dyers to get dye into areas around the waistline. Cute in the smaller sizes & yet fashion forward for the pre-teen in the larger sizes. Nice dress for dancers as the skirt will twirl!

- Sizes: 2T, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 #BCJ430

**EMPIRE DRESS**
YOUTH, TODDLERS & INFANTS

Our original classic American Empire Dress for infants, toddlers & youth. 100% bleached carded cotton Jersey. Sewn with cotton thread. Cut oversized to shrink to size. A style that never dies, but looks great in dyes! At or below the knee length. Can be worn as is or layered over various tops. Also available in Adult sizes for Mom - see #AEM on pg 117.

- Available in 3 size ranges:
  - Infant: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m
  - Toddler: 2T, 4T
  - Youth: 5, 6, 8, 10, 12
- Sizes: 3m thru 4T: #EM2
- Sizes: 5 thru 12: #EM6

**DROP WAIST TANK TOP DRESS**

**GIRL'S TANK ROCKER DRESS**
Simple & modern. 100% Cotton Jersey. Sewn with Cotton thread. Turned & stitched hems on neckline, armholes & lower hem. Fitted bodice & waist with an attached full skirt. Skirt insertion is flat - has no gathers - makes it easier for tie-dyers to get dye into areas around the waistline. Cute in the smaller sizes & yet fashion forward for the pre-teen in the larger sizes. Nice dress for dancers as the skirt will twirl!

- Sizes: 2T, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 #BCJ430
GAUZY TIERED GARDEN DRESS
Breezy light weight woven 100% Cotton Penguin (like a flattened tightly woven cotton gauze). This is a swirling & twirling dress that little girls love. Two expansive tiers. Front of dress is identical to the back, so if you need to present one side of your tie-dyeing over the other, you can do that! Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing.

#BC447
Sizes: 12m, 18m, 2, 4, 6, 8

RIB TANK SWING DRESS
Adorable streamlined dress that’s easy to dye. Stretchy 1x1 Baby Rib knit, with flat serged edge.

60’S MOD!
Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10, 12

HALTER DRESS W/SMOCKED BACK
100% cotton Jersey halter dress with elastic multi-row smocking in back that creates a “back hugging” panel. Self fabric lined front bodice & ties. Turned hem at bottom. Bodice makes a nice canvas for stamping & embellishments!

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10, 12

SMOCKED DRESS WITH SPAGHETTI STRAPS
100% cotton Jersey with elastic multi row stitching all around the bodice that creates a smocked top that fits perfectly! Darling! Turned hem at bottom. So much style in such a simple design! Sewn with cotton thread, these will dye up beautifully.

#BCJ63
Sizes: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10

X-BACK SUNDRESS
100% cotton Jersey dress in a cool modern style for girls & preteens! 3 spaghetti straps cross over in the back to make an X. Single row elastic back for a custom fit. Double fabric in the bust area. Turned hem at bottom. Sewn with cotton thread so these will dye up beautifully.

Sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12

VICTORIAN PINTUCK DRESS WITH LACE
Woven 100% cotton Garuda with 100% dyeable cotton lace stitched onto front & back necklines, straps, & one row at the midriff. See our website for a closeup photo. Rolled & stitched down neckline & bottom hem. 5 white buttons down front. 3 rows of stitched down line pintucks in middle 2 tiers. Sewn with cotton thread.

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10
**PRINCESS DRESS**
Swingin' flared six panel dress with flirty tie in the back.

Daring on toddlers, but also a cute dance, summer or special event dress for preteens. 100% cotton Jersey & sewn with cotton thread.

Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10, 12

2 - 6 #TPDS
8 - 12 #YPDS

**YOUTH SPAGHETTI STRAP**
Here's a version of our extremely popular Adult Short Rib Knit Spaghetti Strap Dress (#SRSSD) for girls. They know that #SRSSD looks good on their high school sisters & they want to wear the same look! Heavy 100% cotton 1x1 Rib knit sewn with cotton thread for better dyeing, with double stitched binding, arms & neck. Stay cool!!!

Sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
#YRSSD

**SUMMER DRESS**

100% cotton Jersey sewn with cotton thread. Binding straps around neck & armholes. A summer classic. The bodice is a great printing surface! Now in size 12!

Toddler: 2T, 4T, 6
Youth: 8, 10, 12

**ULTIMATE SUNDRESS**

Infant Sizes:
6m, 12m, 18m

Toddler Sizes:
2T, 4T

Girls Sizes:
6, 8, 10
#BCJW403
#BCJ257
COTTON THREADS

GIRL’S CULOTTE SKIRT
As a comfy alternative for a regular skirt – especially for active little girls. Can you wear a skirt & climb those monkey bars at the playground? Run & leap about? Yup, in this one. Great for dancers. Great for day to day school wear. Modesty preserved so moms don’t have to worry. Elasticized waistline for an easy fit. Yoke at hips. Full flowing legs. Turned & stitched bottom hems. 100% Cotton Jersey. Sewn with cotton thread.

Sizes: 2, 4, 6, 8

GIRL’S GPYSY SWIRL SKIRT
Redesigned for 2016! Better fit in all sizes & a fully elastic waistband! New sizes in 10 & 12! Swirling skirt in woven 100% cotton Garuda. The skirt that will have little girls twirling in their mirrors. Diagonal gores in the skirt – kind of like a swirled ice cream cone. Rolled & stitched down bottom hem. Sewn with cotton thread.

Sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12

GIRL’S CHAKRA YOGA PANTS
Same great yoga pants as our NEW adult #WCYP on page 126. Classic roll waist style yoga pants with a slightly flared bootleg. Soft stretchy 6.5 oz. 92% Cotton/8% Spandex fabric. Really nice fabric, super comfy for everyday wear, exercising or lounging. Takes dye quite well, & is heavy enough not to be see-through! Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing! Mom and daughter can go to yoga class looking sharp together!

Sizes: 4T, 6, 8, 10, 12

DRESS THAT TURNS INTO A SKIRT
100% Cotton Jersey. Not as heavy weight a fabric as our last year’s version of this dress/skirt. This version does not have the outer ruffling on the tier seams. Shoulder straps have button holes and buttons to adjust for growth. When this is worn as a skirt, just tuck the straps inside to go into “skirt mode”. Smocked bodice (or waistband). 3 tiers total. Sewn with a stretchy stitch so the tiers will not pop. Double topstitched needle hem. Sewn with Cotton thread for perfect dyeing. (The size 12 will fit an adult size XS or S, but only as a skirt).

Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12

NEWLY RESIZED & NEW FULL ELASTIC WAIST!

GIRL’S CAPRI JUMPSUIT
Cute retro pull-on jumpsuit for girls for super simple summer wear. Make it come alive in tie-dye! “Get dressed quick” clothing! Great as a quick beach coverup. Elasticized chest bandeau & empire waistline. 2 rectangular patch pockets. Rolled & stitched down bottom hems. 100% Cotton Jersey. Sewn with cotton thread.

Sizes: 2, 4, 6, 10

NEWLY RESIZED & NEW FULL ELASTIC WAIST!

GIRL’S GYPSY SWIRL SKIRT

Sizes: 6, 8

TODDLER ~ YOUTH SKIRTS

NEW, revised for 2017!

DRESS OR SKIRT, YOU DECIDE!

Sizes: 4 - 6
8 - 12

#BC441

Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12

#BCJ426

Sizes: 2 - 4
6 - 8

#BCJW403

Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12
INFANT & KID’S SHORTS, CAPRIS, LEGGINGS, PANTS

**DELUXE COTTON LEGGINGS**

- **Sizes:** 6m, 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T
- **#KLL**

**INFANT BABY RIB KARATE PANTS**
Rendition of the classic straight legged karate pant for infants. Roomy and comfortable for that active crawler or new walker!

- **Sizes:** 6m, 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T
- **#LEL**

**SWEATPANTS**
High quality 100% Cotton medium weight Fleece. Not too bulky so good for year round wear, and popular for tie-dye and batik. Cut oversized to allow for shrinkage. Made for dyeing. Wear them white as is, or gussy them up with dyes & paints. Great as lounge or sports wear.

- **Sizes:** 6, 8, 10
- **#SPC6**

**DOUBLE RUFFLE LEGGINGS**
Super soft baby rib knit. Girly leggings with straight slim cut! Double ruffle pearled edges at bottom hems. Enclosed elastic waistband. 100% cotton sewn w/ cotton thread. Pair them with any top or even a dress! Matching double ruffle top on pg. 96!

- **Sizes:** 3M, 6m, 12m, 18m
- **#KCL**

**KID’S LONG LEGGINGS**
Stylish stretchy leggings, ankle length, ina 5.6 oz. 92% cotton / 8% Spandex blend fabric gives a super fit, is long wearing, keeps its shape & dyes fabulously - almost no different from 100% Cotton. Comfortable for dancing, by the way! Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing.

- **Sizes:** S, M, L, XL
- **#KCL**

**INFANT BABY RIB KNIT JERSEY SHORTS**
Think summer, camps & the beach! Soft combed cotton, ring spun 100% 5.3 oz. Cotton Jersey. Sewn with cotton thread. Classic basic roomy unisex pull on shorts. 4 row enclosed elastic waistband. Turned & stitched leg hems.

- **Sizes:** Infant & Toddler: 6m, 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T
- **#CH077**

**KID’S CAPRI LEGGINGS**
Stylish stretchy leggins, calf length capris, in a 5.6 oz. 92% cotton / 8% Spandex blend fabric gives a super fit, is long wearing, keeps its shape & dyes fabulously, almost no different from 100% cotton. Comfortable for dancing, by the way! Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing. Dye them all different colors so you have a pair to go with all your long tops & under short dresses.

- **Sizes:** S, M, L, XL

**YOUTH UNION SUITS UNISEX**
Will kid’s wear these? You seem to think so, so here they are as requested! Kid’s dyable one piece Long John’s in stretchy 100% cotton Rib knit. Identical to adult version (#AUS), which have a loyal adult following! So now you & the kids can lounge around in comfort & match in style! Cut extra long to allow for shrinkage after dyeing & washout. Fabric compacts after shrinkage. So seem really long out of the package, but they will shrink to a snug undergarment fit! Not sewn with cotton thread. Full length button front with 6 buttons. One button vertical rear flap. Tagless label at neck.

- **Youth Sizes:** S, M, L, XL
- **#YUS**

**KID’S JERSEY SHORTS**
Think summer, camps & the beach! Soft combed cotton, ring spun 100% 5.3 oz. Cotton Jersey. Sewn with cotton thread. Classic basic roomy unisex pull on shorts. 4 row enclosed elastic waistband. Turned & stitched leg hems.

- **Sizes:** Infant & Toddler: 6m, 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T
- **#CH077**

**LEGGINGS**
Deluxe

- **Sizes:** 6m, 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T
- **#KCL**

**SWEATSHIRT IN MATCHING SWEATPANT IN PHOTO IS ON PG. 98.**

**CARDED 1X1 RIB, NOT BABY RIB.**

**NEW!**

**NOW IN SOFTER BABY RIB KNIT**

**SWEATSHIRT IN MATCHING SWEATPANT IN PHOTO IS ON PG. 98.**

**WE ALSO SELL LEGGINGS MADE IN THE USA. ORDER #CDTP BELOW. SAME AS SHOWN ABOVE, EXCEPT MADE OF CARDED 1X1 RIB, NOT BABY RIB.**

**#CDTP12**

**Sizes:** 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T

**#CDTP6**

**Sizes:** 6, 8, 10, 12

---

Some pants have matching tops on pages 95, 97 & 98. Make a 2 piece ensemble!
GIRL'S ASYMMETRIC CAMI STRAP TUNIC

Hip asymmetric hem on this summer tunic makes this a fun artistic look for the younger set. Cami Straps. Elastic empire waist for a nice adjustable fit. Loose fit & longer length allows this tunic to be worn for several years throughout your youngster's growth cycles.

Easy on/off garment with movement for dance troupes! Shown with our #KCL Capri Leggings for girls, or wear this tunic with our #KLL Girl’s Full Length Leggings. Tunic can also be layered with a t-shirt or a long sleeved top when the weather cools down. Sewn just for us with cotton thread for perfect total dyeing.

GREAT FOR DANCE GROUPS! WEAR IT OVER A LEOTARD!

#BCJ436

Girl's sizes: 2T, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12

GIRL'S FESTIVAL TOP

Like our Women’s Festival Top - sized for girls! Smocked front & back bodice. Asymmetric 4 point tunic with spaghetti shoulder straps. 100% cotton Jersey. Turned & stitched bottom hem. Sewn with cotton thread.

Girl’s sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12  #BCJ345

GIRL'S TANK

Just for girls! Nice longer length! Made from super soft & light 4.5 oz. 100% combed ringspun cotton Jersey with 1/4" Single needle binding on neck & armholes. Double needle hem bottom. Sewn with 100% cotton thread. A wardrobe basic in matching colors or tie-dye!

Available in colors

#2690-WHIT

Girl’s sizes: XS, S, M, L

DOUBLE RUFFLE TOP

NOW SUPER SOFT BABY RIB KNIT

Cute feminine tee with a double ruffle pearl embellishment on sleeves & at bottom hem. Taped neckline. Now in super soft 100% cotton Baby Rib knit & sewn with cotton thread. Comes in infant, toddler & youth sizes! A nice value for a top with this much detail made in the USA!

sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 2T, 4T

Girl’s longer length tee

Girl’s version of our popular Junior Longer Length Tee in 100% semi-sheer 4 oz. combed ringspun cotton Jersey. Top stitched rib collar, taped neck, & double needle hemmed sleeves & bottom.

Available in colors

#2616-WHIT

Girl’s sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

GIRL'S PEACE SLEEVE PEASANT TOP


#BCJ392

Girl's sizes: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12

GIRL'S LONGER LENGTH TEE

Girl’s version of our popular Junior Longer Length Tee in 100% semi-sheer 4 oz. combed ringspun cotton Jersey. Top stitched rib collar, taped neck, & double needle hemmed sleeves & bottom.

Available in colors

#2616-WHIT

Girl’s sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

TANK TOPS

Unisex 100% super soft combed ringspun 5.3 oz. cotton Jersey. Self-binding neck & armholes, hemmed bottom. A summer wardrobe basic - dye some in every color to match all your shorts!

Sizes: Toddlers: 2, 4, 6  Youth: S, M, L

Toddlers: #CH075:
Youth: #CH076:

DYE 'EM  PRINT 'EM  LOVE 'EM

LAT

#2616-WHIT
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UNISEX INFANT ~ YOUTH T-SHIRTS

TODDLER FINE JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT
4.5 oz. 100% combed ringspun cotton Fine Jersey. Topstitch ribbed collar. Taped shoulder-to-shoulder with Easy Tear™ label. Double-needle hem sleeves and bottom. Sewn with 100% cotton thread, unlike other brands. Kids love these because they are so soft and light weight for hot weather!

Toddler sizes: 2T, 3T, 4T, 5/6
#321-WHIT
List 1-11 12+ 36+ 60+ 2.45 2.26 2.04 1.99
#FLCSS-O
Buy a case of 72 of a size, pay $1.89 each

HANES 5.2 OZ T-SHIRTS

TODDLER
Your kid can look as cool as our Dharma kid in Hanes, if you’ve got the shades! 5.2 oz. cotton Jersey, double needle overscamed neck, double needle sleeves & hem. preshrunk to minimize shrinkage. Not cotton thread.

Toddler: 2T, 3T, 4T
#3401-WHIT: Infant sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m: 4.39 2.99 2.15 2.05 1.90
#3301-WHIT: Toddler sizes: 2T, 3T, 4T: 4.39 2.99 2.15 2.05 1.90
Kid sizes: 6, 7: 4.39 3.59 2.69 2.49 2.39
Ask about case pricing! (72 pcs same sz.)

TODDLER PREMIUM JERSEY TEE
The ONLY heavier Combed Ringspun T-shirt for toddlers we’ve found that’s sewn with Cotton thread. Substantial 5.5 oz. & new improved fabric has engineered stretch & softness. Ribbed collar, double needle hemmed sleeves and bottom. Easy Tear label.

Toddler: 2, 3, 4, 5/6
#3080-WHIT
List 1-11 12+ 36+ 60+ 4.50 4.09 3.82 3.54 3.35

YOUTH FINE JERSEY SHORT SLEEVE TEE
Made in the USA lightweight unisex tees for youth sizes. 100% super soft ringspun combed cotton fine 4.3 oz. Jersey, sewn with cotton thread, with a durable Rib knit neckband. Exceptionally smooth & tight knit, making a perfect surface for screen printing. Dyes up really nice!

Youth Sizes: 8, 10, 12
#AA-2201
List 1-11 12+ 36+ 60+ 11.00 9.47 8.64 8.35 8.09

FRUIT OF THE LOOM™ BLACK 5 OZ KID’S TEE
Popular & economical Fruit of the Loom Kid’s Tee in black! Discharges to almost white with Thioria Dioxide & Discharge Paste. Discharges to rust with bleach. Stencil or paint with Lumiere, opaque fabric paints, or go wild with our Rhinestuds, Jones Tones 3-D paints, or iCraft Deco Foil!

GILDAN T-SHIRT
PFD Tee in a wider “Retail Cut”. Popular tee with tie-dyeers & screen printers. Hard to find off-white PFD version is sewn with cotton thread! Super durable 100% 6.1 oz. compacted cotton Jersey. Ultra tight knit surface for printing. Seamless double needle collar.

Kid’s Sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
#FLC5-9
List 1-11 12+ 36+ 60+ 2.45 2.37 2.14 2.05
#A1-2105
Ask about case pricing! (72 pcs same sz.)
Infant - Youth: Short & Long Sleeved Tops

**Hanes Beefy-T T-Shirt**
6.1 oz. 100% softer combed ringspun cotton Jersey. Heavier Jersey than other tees, this is the one they're judged against - the best! For boys & girls. Not sewn with cotton thread.

- Kid's sizes: XS: (2-4) S: (6-8) M: (10-12) L: (14-16) XL: (18-20)
  - 1-11: $2.47 12+: $2.06 36+: $1.99 60+: $1.89
  - Buy a case of 72 of one size, pay $2.96 ea.

**Hanes 5 oz T-Shirts**
Heavier cotton Jersey. Not as heavy or as soft as the Beefy-T, but nicely made, taped neck, doublestitched, 18 singles yarn. Not sewn with cotton thread.

- Kid's sizes: M: (10-12) L: (14-16) XL: (18-20)
  - 1-11: $2.47 12+: $2.06 36+: $1.99

**Youth Fine Jersey Short Sleeve T-Shirt**
Soft 4.5 oz. 100% combed ringspun cotton Fine Jersey. Taped shoulder-to-shoulder with EasyTear™ label. Double-needle hem sleeves & bottom. White is sewn with 100% cotton thread. Nice!

- Youth sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
  - #6101-WH: 1-11 $5.39 12+: $4.10 36+: $3.79 60+: $3.65

**Hae Now™ Organic/Fair Trade Toddler T-Shirt**
Soft, 100% organic Cotton for the little ones. Fine double needle stitching, crewneck, 5 oz. medium wt. single jersey knit. Organic Fair Trade Cotton produced by Chetna India farmers. Union Made in Fair Trade USA® approved facility. Quality stitching with a high end look. Enzyme washed for extra smoothness & excellent printability!

- Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6
  - 1-11: $8.74 12+: $7.38 36+: $6.74 60+: $6.35

**Hae Now™ Organic/Fair Trade Youth T-Shirt**

- Sizes: S, M, L

**Frank’s Industry**

- Sizes: S, M, L
  - #HN-8240 $5.79 12+: $5.39 36+: $5.09 60+: $4.89

**Girls’ V-Neck Longer Length Tee**
Fine 4.5 oz. soft 100% combed ringspun Cotton Jersey. Topstitch rib collar, taped neck with EasyTear™ label. Stylishly long. Great weight for summer wear. Feminine sleeves too! Sewn with 100% cotton thread.

- Girl’s sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL

**Fine Jersey Long Sleeve T-Shirt**
4.5 oz. 100% combed ringspun cotton Fine Jersey. Ribbed crew neck & cuffs. Taped shoulder-to-shoulder with EasyTear™ label. Double-needle hems. Sewn with 100% cotton thread. Dye up a matching YWCAF™ cap, pg. 85!

- Tod. sizes: 2, 3, 4, 5/6
  - #6201-WHIT: Youth sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL
    - 1-11: $8.09 12+: $5.68 36+: $5.27 60+: $4.99

**Girls’ Baby Rib L/S Top**
100% super soft & stretchy cotton. Baby Rib knit. Double stitched rib binding at neck. Double needle hemmed sleeves & bottom. Sewn with cotton for perfect dyeing. Made for us right here in the USA out of a heavier Baby Rib than you normally see. It is cut large to allow for shrinkage. Loose, warm & comfortable!

- Girl’s sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
  - #GBRLS 1-11: $7.28 12+: $6.78 36+: $6.14 60+: $5.61
  - Sizes: 4T, 6
    - #GBRLS 8, 10, 12

---

**NEW!**

**NEW!**

**NEW!**
FRUIT OF THE LOOM KID’S LONG SLEEVED TEE
NEW COMPACT HD FABRIC
Long sleeved version of Fruit of the Loom’s popular children’s t-shirt (#FLCSS), 5 oz 100% cotton HD (High Density) Jersey - superior for screen printing! Roomier than our other long sleeve kid’s tees. Not sewn with cotton thread. 1x1 Rib collar & cuffs.

Kid’s unisex sizes: S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16), XL (18-20)

#FLCLS

INFANT HOODIE
NEW!
Simple pull over hoodie for infants! 100% Cotton Jersey. The smooth front is a perfect area for your creative designs. Long sleeves. Sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing. Dharma exclusive.

Infant Sizes: 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#BCJ387

GIRL’S HOODIE TUNIC

Sizes: 4T, 6, 8, 10

#BCJW448

TODDLER LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT
100% carded cotton Jersey. 5.5 oz. Taped neck & ribbed cuff. Double needle hemmed bottom. Sewn with cotton wrapped thread. A great must have basic!

Toddler sizes: 2, 3, 4, 5/6

#3311-WHIT

THERMAL LONG SLEEVE
Soft 100% Cotton Baby Thermal, sewn with cotton thread. Sized right for toddlers & older kids, works for boys & girls. Look great when dyed or just to keep them warm!

Sizes: Toddler: 2T, 4T, 6 Youth: S(8), M(10), L(12)

#CTLS

SWEATSHIRTS
High quality 100% cotton medium weight Fleece. Not too bulky so for year round wear. Cut oversized to allow for shrinkage. Made for dyeing. Wear them white as is, or gussy them up with dyes & paints. Great as lounge or sports wear. Matching pants are on pg. 95.

Kid’s Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10, 12

Sizes: 2T & 4T #SSC2
Sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12 #SSC6

INFANT SNAP FRONT HOODIE JACKET
Great hoodie for babies! 4 front snaps. 100% warm soft 5.3 oz.cotton Interlock (a heavyweight premium super soft & warm cotton knit). Sewn with cotton thread.

Infant Sizes: 3m, 6m, 12m, 18m, 24m

#CH067

FLEECE HOODIE WITH POCKET
Super soft 100% 9 oz. cotton Fleece & sewn with cotton thread! Cut over sized so they shrink to fit. Cut a bit longer so they will last through growing spurts. Handy kangaroo front pocket. Unisex style. Warm a & cozy!

Kid’s Sizes: 2T, 4T, 6, 8, 10, 12

#CFHP

YOUTH HOODIE
Dye ‘em up just like a T-shirt! Super soft heavier (6 oz.) 100% combed ringspun cotton Jersey, sewn with cotton thread for perfect dyeing. Not bulky Fleece! Relaxed fit, hemmed hood & sleeves. Unisex sizing - great for Boys or Girls.

Kids Sizes: XS (2-4) S (6-8) M (10-12) L (14-16)

#CH053